What is the excitement about? Germany did two things: she officially condemned the treaties (one had already been violated before) and criticized the Russian-Soviet mutual assistance pact as justification of such action—and at the same time offered France a new peace pact to take place of the old ones. In addition, the German leaders diplomatically ill-considered more is hardly understandable unless in the light of the German internal situation and the fact that the Rhinelander was just another act of showmanship designed to divert the people's attention from conditions in Germany. The thing but pleasing to the "victories" scored on the international scene.

Unfortunately for Mr. Hitler the military occupation of the Rhineland, intended purely for home consumption, gives the French added reason for further political and close cooperation with Russia and Great Britain which, too, will have less trouble in passing the huge military plans which are currently pending. In other words, just about the opposite of what Mr. Hitler had hoped for is actually taking place. The Franco-Soviet agreement around Germany is closing even more firmly. In 1914 a much stronger Germany had begun and lost the War which gave powerful allies to aid her; today she stands virtually alone against a hostile Europe armed to the teeth. The French are not about to go now or in the near future. He must wait until he can be certain of sincere popular support for such a venture. His foreign policy is now fully built up and until his strategic isolation is effectively broken. This must of necessity take time and in the future much will happen which will retard developments along these lines still more. All this excitement is of the greatest consequence to the student body. It was generally admitted at meetings a very good procedure in the desired investigation's purpose of promoting closer co-operation.

The Tech has adopted the policy of giving opinions, whether they be in the form of praise or criticism, on the happenings at Technology and elsewhere. The Tech guarantees to its readers complete and unprejudiced investigation of all things. The Tech does not agree to support nor to tear down any activities on the campus but matters what obligations it may appear to be under to do so. Contracts entered into for the deliverance of cut-rate subscriptions to the Tech, or other editorial policies which may greatly interest us here. In its editorial columns it promises to comment upon the news and give, as far as is possible, a non-partisan opinion. The Tech does not agree to support nor to tear down any activities on the campus but matters what obligations it may appear to be under to do so. Contracts entered into for the deliverance of cut-rate subscriptions to the Tech, or other editorial policies which may greatly interest us here. In its editorial columns it promises to comment upon the news and give, as far as is possible, a non-partisan opinion. The Tech does not agree to support nor to tear down any activities on the campus but matters what obligations it may appear to be under to do so. Contracts entered into for the deliverance of cut-rate subscriptions to the Tech, or other editorial policies which may greatly interest us here. In its editorial columns it promises to comment upon the news and give, as far as is possible, a non-partisan opinion.
College Music Groups Broadcast Over Large Network on March 29

Orchestras, Bands, and Vocal Societies Co-operate in Broadcast

Music and American Youth, a broadcast presented on Sundays at 10:30 A.M. E.S.T., over WABF and a coast-to-coast network, will be broadcast on Sunday, March 29, a series of programs presented under the aegis of the American Youth Commission. The programs will be sponsored by the National Industrial Conference Board and the National Association of Manufacturers. The stations which will carry the programs are expected to number over 250.

Coast Guard Defeats Tech Boxers 4 To 1.3

Captain Lofes Loses Match To Lamb In Major Bout

Technology boxers were defeated at Alumni Gym yesterday afternoon in a bout in which the visitors brought out a crowd of 800. Baldwin, Ryan, and the three boxers who made the trip from Boston were defeated by the Coast Guard team who made the trip. Baldwin got a point in the 125-pound class, but Ryan gave Stowe of Coast Guard by a score of 41-5 to 21-10. The decision over MacKintosh of Coast Guard was a 21-10 to 16-19. The match was won by the Coast Guard by a score of 13-14 and 17-1.

Ancient Roman Saw Still Used Today To Cut Marble Slabs In Modern Mills

The polished marble facades adorning the facades of modern buildings are cut from rough quarry blocks by the same method used by the Romans before the birth of Christ. The process, moreover, is not carried out in a backward district of a slightly depressed area but in the most up-to-date mills of the world.

In the Roman buildings their forms were obtained by cutting them with the ancient saws and saws are still used today. The saws are cut from rough quarry blocks by the same method used by the Romans before the birth of Christ. The process, moreover, is not carried out in a backward district of a slightly depressed area but in the most up-to-date mills of the world.
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The Tech

Drifting With Victory

Guerke Takes Fourth

Chester C. Dodge, 37, emerging from the pool after finishing second in the 150-yard backstroke event which he captured handily, is still completely lost, for the freshman swimmer came out ahead of Don Anderson, 41 to 24, at Franklin, Mass, Tech. During the heat Dodge took second place in the first 50 yards, fifth in the second, and then came back to the lead. The relay and medley races were lost by the team, but it won the two events, "B" relay 57.8, and medley 1:53.1, which gave it the second place in the intercollegiate meet. Tech will be represented in the 200-yard free style, 50-yard freestyle, and the medley relay. There is still another chance left for the team to make good, however. The 115-pound class has not been won yet. The relay team which broke the record will be entered in the national championship meet to be held in New York this June. Coach Gladney and Manager Sailor have already announced their intention of holding this position until the end of the season.

The varsity swimmers team was defeated by a superior Bowdoin squad on Saturday, March 7, at the University Club, by the score of 50 to 15. This engagement completed the varsity schedule and the team is now training for the N.E.I.S.A., New England Intercollegiate Swimming Association meet. The relay team will be represented in the medley relay, medley, 400-yard medley, the medley relay, and the medley relay. There is still another chance left for the team to make good, however. The 115-pound class has not been won yet.

The varsity swimmers team was defeated by a superior Bowdoin squad on Saturday, March 7, at the University Club, by the score of 50 to 13. This engagement completed the varsity schedule and the team is now training for the N.E.I.S.A., New England Intercollegiate Swimming Association meet. The relay team will be represented in the medley relay, medley, 400-yard medley, the medley relay, and the medley relay. There is still another chance left for the team to make good, however. The 115-pound class has not been won yet.

Freshman Boxers Suffer Defeat At Hands Of Shirley

Whittingham, Ryan, Badenoch, Are the Only Winners In Final Meet

Contest Hold In Hangar Gym

Bob Whittingham, 135-pounder, pro-\ viele the sole spark of interest in an otherwise dull evening of matches when he provided the only knockout of the freshman meet with Shirley in Hangar Gym last night. The score stood at 4-3 when the final bell rang, with the visitors on the larger end of the tally.

Whittingham, with a coolness unequaled by any other of the Shirley line-up, socked a punch when he was about to be topped. He defied all comers and himself up in fourth place with five rounds to go. He defied all comers and held this position until the end of the round. The Tech line-up was chosen and a win in the 150-yard backstroke and medley relay. The relay and medley races were lost by the team, but it won the two events, "B" relay 57.8, and medley 1:53.1, which gave it the second place in the intercollegiate meet. Tech will be represented in the 200-yard free style, 50-yard freestyle, and the medley relay. There is still another chance left for the team to make good, however. The 115-pound class has not been won yet.

The relay team which broke the record will be entered in the national championship meet to be held in New York this June. Coach Gladney and Manager Sailor have already announced their intention of holding this position until the end of the season.

The varsity swimmers team was defeated by a superior Bowdoin squad on Saturday, March 7, at the University Club, by the score of 50 to 15. This engagement completed the varsity schedule and the team is now training for the N.E.I.S.A., New England Intercollegiate Swimming Association meet. The relay team will be represented in the medley relay, medley, 400-yard medley, the medley relay, and the medley relay. There is still another chance left for the team to make good, however. The 115-pound class has not been won yet.

The varsity swimmers team was defeated by a superior Bowdoin squad on Saturday, March 7, at the University Club, by the score of 50 to 15. This engagement completed the varsity schedule and the team is now training for the N.E.I.S.A., New England Intercollegiate Swimming Association meet. The relay team will be represented in the medley relay, medley, 400-yard medley, the medley relay, and the medley relay. There is still another chance left for the team to make good, however. The 115-pound class has not been won yet.
Freshman Hobbies Exhibit Organized

Exhibits in Chemistry, Physics, Meteorology To Be Featured

With a dozen displays already well-organized and several more under construction, the freshman hobby exhibit promises to be an important feature of this year's Open House. According to Harold R. Seklya, "It is intended to exhibit the various experiments conducted by the freshman classes, with particular emphasis on projects embodying a scientific approach to a problem.

"The exhibition will be an opportunity for the freshmen to show the work they have done and will encourage them to continue their studies in the sciences." The exhibits are divided into categories including chemistry, physics, and meteorology, with additional sections on geology and biology.

The opening of the exhibit will be on Monday, March 11, at 8:00 p.m., with a reception following. The exhibits will be open to the public from 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. each day, except Sunday.

---

THE TECH

Inquiries

This column endeavors to solicit student opinions on questions of timely interest. Persons are always at rest and interested in a reporter's questions. Questions for this column may be submitted by students. Open Forum comment on any topic or the answers thereto will be welcomed.

Question: What do you consider the most important feature of the freshman hobby exhibit?

Student: "I think it's the variety of exhibits. It's interesting to see what different students are working on.

"But I also think it's important that it encourages students to continue their studies in science."

---

Geology

(Continued from Page 1)

 cocoa, is much like that of the household "dark wood." There are some variations in the color of the wood, which may vary from a light brown to a darker shade, depending on the species of tree. The color of the wood may also be affected by the location of the tree, with trees in the shade having a darker color than those in full sunlight.

The display of crystals exhibited at the exhibit is an interesting aspect of geology. These crystals are formed from mineral deposits and are found in a variety of colors and shapes. The crystals may be used to identify the type of mineral deposit and to determine the age of the deposit.

Several species of crystallized adularia are shown, possessing a gray, silvery metallic luster and an unusual fibrous habit. The adularia is a mineral that is often found in metamorphic rocks and is associated with the formation of granite.

---

The Lounger

As for three:

Many many years ago, when Phrasopher was only an element and methods were not yet even a student's room, the Institute had a complete staff of competent professors and instructors. It was a great idea, this foundation for the applied and theoretical sciences, and among its pupils, even unto the number of birds in the trees. (Both birds and trees being in abundance at the time.) Suddenly came black days upon Stagg. The devil, who had been touched upon by the Institute, was forced down about these three little sides of hell to refer. But, before it was incorporated into the outside of the Institute, it was housed half way in Botcheff Street, he was dropped in at the "Chapel." For those who have come into the affairs of the Institute and the world since those days, the "Chapel" was the bar of the Hotel Brunswick.

A display of model boats is also being organized, but the committee is now in charge of this large and necessary exhibit. The committee is planning to install a complete modern amateur container, consisting of one dingy and one tender, and will display to the visitors. The committee can send messages which will be picked up by radio in the exhibit room.

---

Each Puff Less Acid

A Light Smoke of Rich, Ripe-Bodied Tobacco

Over a period of years, certain basic advances have been made in the selection and treatment of cigarette tobaccos for Lucky Strike Cigarettes. They include preliminary and definitive selection of a tobacco selected; use of center leaves; the higher heat treatment of tobacco ("Toasting"); consideration of acid-alkaline balance, with consequent definite improvement in flavor; and controlled uniformity in the finished product. The qualities of a Lucky Strike cigarette—what makes it a Lucky Strike—may be described as follows:

Lucky Strikes are less acid

---

Each Puff Less Acid

A Light Smoke of Rich, Ripe-Bodied Tobacco

---

Luckies are less acid

---

"It's Toasted"

Your throat protection—against irritation—against cough
CALENDAR

Tuesday, March 10
5:00 Institute Committee Meeting, East Lounge, Walker Memorial.
6:00 Society of Automotive Engineers Dinner Meeting, North Hall, Walker Memorial.
7:00 Inter-Fraternity Conference Basketball Game, Hangar Gym.
7:30 Snackback and Blade Broiler, Grill Room, Walker Memorial.
7:30 Tech Show Chorus Rehearsal, Walker Gymnasium.

Wednesday, March 11
4:00 Freshman Fencing with Deerhunter High, Walker Gym.
7:00 Inter-Fraternity Basketball Game, Walker Gym.
8:00 Chi Epsilon initiation, East Lounge, Walker Memorial.

Tuesday, March 10
2:00-5:00 The Tech Poll on the New Deal, Main Lobby.

For centuries the world has gone to the Near East for its flavors and aromas and spices.

...and today Chesterfield imports thousands of bales of tobacco from Turkey and Greece to add flavor and fragrance to Chesterfield Cigarettes.

Turkish tobacco is expensive. The import duty alone is 35 cents a pound. But no other place except Turkey and Greece can raise tobacco of this particular aroma and flavor.

This Turkish tobacco, blended with our own American tobaccos in the correct proportions to bring out the finer qualities of each tobacco, helps to make Chesterfield outstanding for mildness and for better taste.

Seniors Elect Course Representatives For Class Gift Committee

Cash Gift Instead of Policy Will Be Acceptable By Committee

Course representatives for the senior class gift, enabled to advise any members of the class on the various plans available, have been appointed to serve on the class gift committees.

The men represent their courses as follows: